
The Ultimate Summer Running Challenge: ASICS Speed Series

Summer is the prime season for runners to take their training to new heights and chase their personal

bests. Whether you're gearing up for a fall race or simply seeking to push your limits, the ASICS Speed

Series offers a lineup of high-performance and most comfortable running shoes designed to help you

unlock your full-speed potential. Combining innovative technologies with a relentless pursuit of optimal

performance, ASICS has crafted three exceptional models – the EvoRide SPEED 2, HYPER SPEED 3, and

MAGIC SPEED 3 – to cater to the unique needs of runners at every level. Let’s take a look at top running

shoes for men offered by one of the best running shoes brand in India- Asics.

The EvoRide SPEED 2: Lightweight Propulsion for Faster Times

The EvoRide SPEED 2 is a true game-changer for runners seeking to shave seconds off their personal

records. As a lightweight trainer, it seamlessly guides you towards faster times while conserving precious

energy reserves. The updates in this iteration focus on speed, comfort, and an improved fit, ensuring

that every stride is a step closer to your goals.

At the heart of the EvoRide SPEED 2 lies its energized cushioning technology, designed to propel you

forward with each footstrike. The advanced midsole support features to create better deformation,

accommodating the unique gait patterns of individual runners. This tailored approach ensures that every
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runner receives the perfect blend of cushioning and responsiveness, enabling them to maintain their

pace without sacrificing comfort.

HYPER SPEED 3: Customizable Comfort for Intense Training Sessions

The HYPER SPEED 3 is a versatile trainer that seamlessly complements your training and racing routine.

This iteration features a modified upper construction that prioritizes customizability and comfort,

ensuring that your feet remain cool and supported throughout even the most grueling sessions.

The jacquard mesh material is engineered for enhanced breathability, allowing your feet to stay dry and

comfortable as the miles tick by. Additionally, the eyestay has been streamlined from 18 to 16 holes,

providing a more balanced fit that can be easily customized to your preference. An elastic lace

component on top of the tongue further enhances lace support, ensuring a secure and locked-in feel

that prevents unwanted movement.

MAGIC SPEED 3: Propulsive Power for Race Day Glory

When it's time to toe the line and chase your dreams, the MAGIC SPEED 3 is the ultimate weapon in your

arsenal. Designed to support your racing goals, this shoe combines softer cushioning with exceptional

stability, ensuring that every stride is executed with precision and power.

A full-length Pebax propulsion plate is strategically sandwiched within the midsole, propelling your foot

forward and creating a smoother, more propulsive experience during the critical toe-off phase. Both

layers of the midsole are reconstructed with ASICS' FF BLAST PLUS cushioning, delivering a bouncy and

energetic ride that will power you through tempo runs and races alike.

Unleash Your Speed Potential with ASICS

Whether you're a seasoned runner seeking to break through plateaus or a newcomer to the sport, the

ASICS Speed Series offers a tailored solution to help you reach new heights. By combining cutting-edge

technologies with a deep understanding of runners' needs, ASICS has created a trio of shoes that cater to

every aspect of your training and racing journey.

The EvoRide SPEED 2 empowers you to chase faster times with its lightweight design and energized

cushioning, while the HYPER SPEED 3 provides customizable comfort for intense training sessions. When



race day arrives, the MAGIC SPEED 3 unleashes its propulsive power, ensuring that you cross the finish

line with confidence and pride.

This summer, embrace the challenge of pushing your limits and unlock your true speed potential with

the ASICS Speed Series. Whether you're targeting a new personal best or simply seeking to elevate your

running experience, these shoes are the ultimate companions on your journey to greatness.
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